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MARKETS FLAT, BUT RECORD THEIR 7TH CONSECUTIVE 
WEEKLY GAIN 

Weekly Market Update — February 9, 2019 
  

  

• U.S. stocks ended the week up slightly to flat, while international stocks were 

slightly down 

• NASDAQ led the way with an uninspiring 0.5% gain, followed by the DJIA's move 

up 0.2%, a flat S&P 500 and the MSCI EAFE Index which finished down 0.4% 

• Despite the flatness, technically it was the seventh week of gains for the US 

markets, continuing a January rally that was historical 
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• MSCI EAFE may have been effected when the European Commission cut its 

2019 forecasts for Eurozone economic growth to 1.3% from 1.9% 

• The U.S. dollar rose and crude oil fell, partly on news of Eurozone growth 

forecasts being reduced 

• The markets also reacted to news that President Trump would not be meeting 

with China's President Xi before the March 1st deadline, when the next round of 

tariff increases is scheduled, despite the general consensus that a trade deal will 

be reached 

• Two–thirds of the S&P 500 companies reported earnings and approximately 72% 

of them have beaten earnings per share expectations 

• The CBOE Volatility Index hit a five–month low mid–week before rising a bit at the 

end of the week 

Weekly Market Performance 

  Close Week YTD 

DJIA 25,106 0.2% 7.6% 

S&P 500 2,708 0.0% 8.0% 

NASDAQ 7,298 0.5% 10.0% 

MSCI EAFE 1,823 -0.4% 6.0% 

*Bond Index 2,071.09 0.38% 1.20% 

10-Year Treasury Yield 2.63% -0.05% 0.05% 

*Source: Bonds represented by the Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond TR USD. This chart is for 

illustrative purposes only and does not represent the performance of any specific security. Past performance 

cannot guarantee future results. 

US Markets Mostly Flat to Slightly Higher 

Stocks moved modestly higher, albeit by only a few ticks, helping push the major indexes 

to lock–in their seventh consecutive weekly gain. Within the S&P 500 Index, the Utilities 

sector performed best, followed by the Industrials and Information Technology sectors 

whereas the Energy sector was the worst performing sector, after oil prices again moved 

lower. 



Economic Signals Generally Positive 

Here in the U.S., we saw a decent amount of economic signals that were generally 

positive. One report that doesn't garner much attention from the press was the one that 

measures the US service activity and it showed healthy expansion. Further, as was 

expected, weekly jobless claims fell back significantly. 

The weaker news for investors was that manufacturing data came in soft, with November 

factory orders falling back unexpectedly. 

What Does an Impressive January Mean? 

The first market week in February was an up-and-down week – up at the beginning and 

down toward the end – in contrast to the mostly up January that preceded. 

The week saw generally positive earnings reports and reinforcement of the Fed's patient 

stance, but then the European Commission cut its outlook for growth in Europe as data 

showed weakness in Germany and other European markets. Adding into that mix was the 

reality that there was not much progress in U.S–China trade negotiations, helping keep 

the markets relatively flat. 

All that being said, the US stock market has risen in all but one week in 2019, as US 

markets came out of the gate fast and brought investors an impressive rally for the month 

of January, with a gain close to 8%. 

Here are some January 2019 numbers to keep in perspective: 

• Stocks are now up more than 14% since Christmas 

• January 2019 was the fourth–best January in the last 75 years 

• January 2019 was the 30th–best month overall during that period (900 months) 

• January 2019 was the sixth–strongest month during this current 10–year bull 

market 

Of course, one month does not make an entire year, but a fantastic rally is better than a 

fantastic decline. 

Earnings Drive Stock Prices 

To date, 66% of the companies in the S&P 500 have reported actual results for Q4 2018. 

And according to research firm FactSet: 



• The percentage of companies reporting actual EPS above estimates (71%) is 

equal to the five–year average 

• In aggregate, companies are reporting earnings that are 4.0% above the 

estimates, which is below the five–year average 

• In terms of revenues, the percentage of companies reporting actual revenues 

above estimates (62%) is above the five–year average 

• In aggregate, companies are reporting revenues that are 1.2% above the 

estimates, which is also above the five–year average 
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